
#08_Habitat
A habitat is an ecological or environmental area that is inhabited by a particular species of animal, 
plant, or other type of organism.[1][2] It is the natural environment in which an organism lives, or the 
physical environment that surrounds a species population.[3]
A habitat is made up of physical factors such as soil, moisture, range of temperature, and availability 
of light as well as biotic factors such as the availability of food and the presence of predators. A habitat 
is not necessarily a geographic area—for a parasitic organism it is the body of its host or even a cell 
within the host's body.[4]
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Choza Quechua en el altiplano peruano.

Chozas Uros en islas de totora en el Lago Titicaca. Puno, Perú.



Igloo in Nunavut,Canada Mario Merzt



Canadian architect Moshe Safdie designed and built this extraordinary 
experimental housing complex made up of modular concrete units for 
the 1967 World Expo in Montreal. Named Habitat 67, the apartment 
complex was Safdie’s attempt to redesign urban living, provide 
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Safdie was dissatisfied with suburbia and visualized a new type of urban 
dwelling that would house a lot of people and yet still provide them with 
privacy. Originally Habitat 67 was planned to have 1000 housing units, which 
would be used during the Expo as temporary residences for visiting 
dignitaries. Unfortunately, it was downsized to 158 units without a school or 
shops. Construction began in 1966 and soon a mountain of 354 concrete 
blocks rose on the Marc-Drouin Quay on the Saint Lawrence River. 15 
different types housing options were designed by Safdie to accommodate 
different sizes of families and create a diverse community.
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Habitat Demonstration Unit
 – Deep Space Habitat

Building a space habitat to maintain good physical and mental health 
during long- duration space missions is critical to long- term 
exploration. Incorporating “smart” habitat systems and safety features 
to mitigate the effects of the hazardous natural environment, supplying 
adequate air and water, providing waste disposal and recycling, 
regulating temperature, preserving food supplies and accommodating 
physical exercise are all issues that must be addressed to allow 
humans to perform deep space missions.



Furniture designers, STLLoftstyle, are running an interesting piece on urban 
furniture and other innovations aimed at alleviating homelessness in cities. 
Check it out here. Pictured above is Michael Rakowitz’s ParaSite Project.
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The ParaSite Project is the idea of Artist Michael Rakowitz. Essentially, the 
ideas was to provide portable, temporary shelter, the relies on easily 
accessible goods, and uses the urban environment. Rakowitz solution are 
these air tents made of plastic bags that provide heated shelter via the 
exhaust from HVAC units.
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Emergency habitat . Centre Pompidou



Here’s a look at the eco-friendly treehouse nests being offered as an option to guests of the 
Treebones Resort in California. If you’re planning on making a reservation though, you’ll need to bring 
your own supplies like a sleeping bag and possibly a tarp (nests aren’t waterproof after all). Also, it’s 
probably a good idea to not have a fear of heights …
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NestRest Human Birdhouse Is Waiting For You Outside
Check out the amazing tree house design in the images before. Called the NestRest and designed for 
human of all sizes, the birdhouse-like summer home is waiting to be hanged in any outdoor 
environment. The NestRest will offer you a more than pleasant outdoor tree house that will always be 
waiting to accommodate your needs. If you happen to live in an area with mild climate all through the 
year, and if you have a decent back yard then you should definitely consider getting the NestRest. 



. Auckland’s Parasite Cinema
In Auckland, New Zealand, a small movie theater was constructed over an exterior stairwell as an 
extension to the rest of the building. This small parasite cinema was made by the architects of 
OH.NO.SUMO and uses the steps of a staircase as seats. Right on the side of a busy street, the 
theater has place for approximately seven people. This clever construction is made out of a timber 
frame covered with three layers of fabric that provide a waterproof exterior, and a real cinema-like 
experience. OH.NO.SUMO designed the cinema in response to the lack of social interaction 
happening at bus stops and launderettes on the corner, with people increasingly absorbed in their own 
world within their mobile phones. The program of the Stairway Cinema is curated online by the 
audience itself, making the project embedded in both the physical and digital worlds. The great thing 
about this parasite is that it sheds a different light on a common urban space, transforming an 
everyday spot into a place that can be used completely differently.
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New York City’s Pay-Phone Libraries
Making use New York City’s ever present pay phones — a dying breed in the streets of of cities 
around the world, the Department of Urban Betterment took the parasite strategy to transform this a 
‘problem’ into an opportunity. New York City has 13,659 pay phones spread throughout its streets — 
most of them are hardly used. This parasitic urban intervention is repurposing phone booths into 
communal libraries or book drops. Although we’ve seen several efforts to transform old phone booths 
into book shops, this project is interesting as it is a parasite that uses the existing construction while 
leaving the phone itself untouched and fully operable. Furthermore, the installation is easy to remove. 
The meaning of a pay phone might be lost to the new generation of smart phone users. Pay phones 
can be considered relics of a time in which shared public facilities were characterizing public spaces. 
With this miniature library, The Department of Urban Betterment uses a parasite strategy effectively to 
imagine a new public use for these intriguing artifacts.
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New York City’s Softwalks
In New York City, over 6000 ‘scaffolding sheds’ cover the city’s sidewalks at any given point in time. 
Taking advantage of the shelter they provide, Softwalks is an initiative dedicated to improving the 
pedestrian experience in New York City, transforming these sheds from passing through spaces to 
pleasant places to relax, sit, and eat. Softwalks are a DIY urban parasite: packaged in a convenient kit 
to let people turn local scaffolding into their own temporary hangout spaces. Have a seat, hang around 
a counter table or enjoy the planters that’ve been attached to metal beams. All Softwalk elements are 
easily attached and removed when you want to continue your walk. Now that’s what we call pop-up!
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Tadashi Kawamata constructs architecture and urban spaces with humble, even recycled materials: 
structural timber, cardboard boxes, old newspaper and used vegetable crates serve as basic modules 
for the construction of volumes that closely relate to the spaces they occupy.



High up on the external facades of the Centre Pompidou in Paris, Kawamata has installed huts 
constructed of structural timber and lined with cardboard. These cabins attached like swallows nests 
to the building suggest the fragility of our bodily existence our relation to the world and our experience 
(text from exhibition folder).



P.A.R.A.S.I.T.E. PROJECT, designed by Dutch architects Kortknie Stuhlmacher Architecten.

Project description
In 2001, this “parasite” dwelling was erected on the roof of the lift shaft of the Las Palmas building, a former 
industrial complex in Rotterdam harbour. The structure was built in the context of an architectural project that seeks 
to exploit scarce urban space in an innovative manner. The “parasites” are housing objects designed for unusual 
urban situations. The organizers of the scheme, an architects’ office in Rotterdam, invited 30 young architects from 
all over Europe to create new forms of habitation by developing lightweight, flexible, low-cost structures that could 
be installed in left-over spaces where services and access already exist or are near at hand. The present prototype 
is connected to the water and electrical supply of the Las Palmas building. The form of the structure was determined 
by the lines of access and services in the “host” building, by the existing structural parameters and the architects’ 
aim to achieve a sculptural appearance. Thick laminated glued timber was used for the construction, a material that 
is still virtually unknown in the Netherlands.

Name of architect
Korteknie & Stuhlmacher



A chartreuse form attached to the roof of a Rotterdam warehouse, the Parasite project is a prototype 
for a new form of urban housing – urban infill designed to explore the relationship between 
sustainability and prefabrication. So just how is this project sustainable? The prefabricated panels, 
both load-bearing and insulating, are manufactured from waste wood and can be assembled in only 
four days. It is also designed to take advatage of the existing building’s water and heating systems.

Project details
building type: residential building, special constructions, residential 
house, housing construction
support structure construction: solid construction
support structure material: wood
facade material: wood
topic: GREEN, cost-effective building, lightweight constructions
issue no.: 03/2002
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Site: Wilhelminakade, Rotterdam
 
Client: Parasite Foundation
 
Structural engineer:
 
Contractor: Jasper Kerkhofs, Christian Dörschug
 
Design: 2000/ 2001
 
Realisation: 2001
 
Photography: Ann Bousema, Christian Kahl, Rien Korteknie, Daniel Nicolas, Errol 
Sawyer
 



A bright green object sitting on top of the elevator shaft of the former warehouse building Las Palmas 
acted in 2001 as a widely visible, three dimensional logo for its host building whose large, industrial 
spaces were temporarily used for various exhibitions during Rotterdam's year as European cultural 
capital in 2001. One of the exhibitions was called Parasites* and presented designs of small-scale 
objects for unused urban sites making 'parasitic' use of the existing infrastructure. The exhibition was 
curated and organised by Mechthild Stuhlmacher and Rien Korteknie, involving an international group 
of architects. Taking advantage of the enterprising atmosphere of the cultural year, one of the designs 
was built in full scale. The roof of the building amidst the varied, spectacular roofscape of the 
Rotterdam harbour area proved to be an ideal location.



The Las Palmas Parasite was a prototypical house aiming at combining the advantages of prefabricated technology and the 
unique qualities of tailor-made design. The limitations imposed by the size of the elevator shaft and the strength of its walls 
demanded a compact plan and volume. Services like water supply, sewage and the electric installation had been linked to 
the existing installations.
Walls, floors and roof had been made of solid laminated timber panels made from European softwood. The elements were 
prefabricated, precut to size and delivered on site as a complete building package. The assemblage on site took just a few 
days - despite the difficult and exceptionally windy location.



The building system was used in the Netherlands for the first time, a discovery for both the architects and the many, 
enthusiastic visitors. The interior surfaces had been left untreated and uncovered, the exterior had been clad with 
painted plywood in large sheets. Openings were cut out as simple holes. Window frames had been avoided by using a 
combination of fixed double glazing and operable timber shutters detailed in the most direct and simple way possible. 
Windows varied in size, character and position, celebrating the spectacular and highly varied views from its location 
surrounded by new urban developments and harbour activities.



Despite its temporary character, the building remained in its location until the 
summer of 2005 and was used for numerous activities. Due to the planned 
renovation of Las Palmas the Parasite had to be removed and is currently in 
storage, waiting for new uses and sites.
 



*Parasites, prototypes for advanced ready-made amphibious small scale individual temporary ecological houses.



New York Elevated Park, The High Line



The High Line is a 1-mile (1.6 km)[1] New York City linear park built on a 1.45-mile (2.33 km)[2] 
section of the elevated former New York Central Railroad spur called the West Side Line, which runs 
along the lower west side of Manhattan; it has been redesigned and planted as an aerial greenway. A 
similar project in Paris, the 3-mile (4.8-kilometre) Promenade plantée, completed in 1993, was the 
inspiration for this project. The High Line currently runs from Gansevoort Street, three blocks below 
West 14th Street, in the Meatpacking District, to 30th Street, through the neighborhood of Chelsea to 
the West Side Yard, near the Javits Convention Center. Formerly, the viaduct of the High Line went as 
far south as Canal Street (where the entrance to the Holland Tunnel is now), but the lower section was 
demolished in 1960.[3]
The recycling of the railway into an urban park has spurred real estate development in the 
neighborhoods which lie along the line.[4]
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The park extends from Gansevoort Street north to 30th Street where 
the elevated tracks turn west around the Hudson Yards development 
project[17] to the Javits Convention Center on 34th Street. Open 
daily from 7 am to 10 pm, the park can be reached through nine 
entrances, four of which are accessible to people with disabilities.[18
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